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Where I Live: Station North, Baltimore, MD

Where I Learned: MBA in Marketing from Loyola; Graduate 

Certificate in Predictive Analytics from UMUC; BA in Music Business & 
Journalism at UMBC

What I Do: Social Media & Web Coordinator at UMBC; Web Developer 

& Digital Marketing Consultant

What I Did: Project Manager at MissionTix; Director of Alternative 

Promotions at Task Force Marketing

How Long I’ve Done It: 8 years

Where I Muse: christineosazuwa.com; Twitter: @c_osazuwa

ABOUT me Christine Osazuwa
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“The purpose of personas is to create 
reliable and realistic representations of 

your key audience segments for 
reference. These representations should 

be based on qualitative and some 
quantitative user research and web 

analytics. Remember, your personas are 
only as good as the research behind 

them.” –usability.gov

What’s a persona?

intro

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://tinyurl.com/bm-personahttps://www.google.com/settings/ads
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Buyer   personas

“Buyer personas are focused on 
prospects looking to solve a 

problem or meet an objective 
that your products, solutions or 
services help them to achieve.”

Persona type

intro

Customer personas

“Customer personas have 
solved their initial problem by 
choosing your solution. This 

means their context must build 
from this new status quo to 

what’s next.” 

Persona type

Users    personas

“User personas are designed to 
address the perspectives of 
those who work with your 

products, solutions or services 
on a daily basis.”

Persona type

Source: Ardath Albee 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Customer Personas are who acquire the product.Source: http://cintell.net/intelligent-guide-to-buyer-personas
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Why personas?

When you market to everyone, you market 
to no one.

Not everybody has the same pain points.

Connecting & feeling empathy for the user.







intro

Create better Content, Products & Train 
Sales people.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. “You can't be everything to everyone--people & brands universally liked tend to be either boring or a commodity so if you're selling toilet paper, then by all means, carry on...”
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"People  don't buy your product. they buy 
better versions of themselves. "

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source: http://www.useronboard.com/features-vs-benefits/ Think about your unique value proposition in the lens of, “How do you add value to their lives?” not “What product do you make?”
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State  Your  Goal

PRESENTATION

Do you want to provide more engaging 
content? Increase sales? Increase inquiries? 
Improve customer retention? Improve the 
customer service or acquisition process? 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Though personas don’t have to be all about your company, it’s important to think what you hope to get out of making personas. 
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Tips When Creating Personas

Don’t make it all about your company.

Don’t make your persona without flaws.

Be consistent & make it believable.







intro

Involve people that are client-facing.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be consistent--if they drive a prius they likely don't also love to shoot guns
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Get Buy-In From The right people

Figure out your stakeholders & what 
resonates with them.

Involve them early & Often.

Set Proper Expectations & Timelines.







intro

Speak their language.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stakeholders may not necessarily be your boss.The earlier someone is bought in, the more likely they’ll feel connected.Let people know earlier on how much of a time commitment there will be & what you expect of them. Speak with people in a language they’ll understand, numbers, data, charts, stories, visuals, etc—also be flexible.Data: http://cintell.net/2016-benchmark 
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Beginner
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Include executives, sales, customer 
service, marketing, and anyone else you 

think will want to be involved—
especially if you think they may not be 

completely on board. 

Beginner


Each person take 5-20 minutes to write 

down any goals, problems or needs your 
customers may have. This doesn’t have 

to relate to your industry.


Reconvene and write down everyone’s 
problems. Look for overlap (this shows 

consensus), and look for commonalities. 
Group those commonalities together.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
"User needing to make a confident decision on which LSAT prep course to enroll in." 
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Each person, take 5-20 minutes to write 
down attributes that would be 

associated to each problem group. 
Reconvene and write down the 

attributes. Together decide what stays.

Beginner


Spend 15-30 minutes identifying data 
that backs up the assumptions. This 

data can be in your CRM, sales, 
analytics, studies on the industry, etc. 
Disregard anything not data-bound.


Create 3-5 personas based on the 

grouping and data. This is what is called 
a proto-persona because there is no 
user research or rich qualitative data.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
"College graduate 25-34 who is unhappy with their career.“"20% of all signups for our LSAT prep course graduated college 4-11 years ago and reported in their registration that they want to make more money.“ Walk through how to look at analytics data (time on site, demographic data, top pages, internal search, etc.)
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Intermediate
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Step One:
Look at Yourself

Look at your website, social 
media, emails, analytics, 
phone logs, sales, reviews, 
etc.

Step Three: Identify 
Competitors
Use related Google searches, 
Reddit, social media, Yelp, 
conferences, suppliers, spy 
on competition sites, etc.

Step Two:
Look at The Industry
Read up on trade journals, 
top blogs, higher ed, reviews, 
Reddit, Quora, Meetup.com, 
Google alerts, etc.

Step Four: Identify 
Problems

Forums, Reddit, Quora, 
Meetup.com, reviews, blogs, 
conferences, LinkedIn 
groups, etc. 

Step Six: Reevaluate 
Personas & Confirm 
with Data
Look for data that can back 
up findings and updated 
personas.

Step Five: 
Identify Customers

Look at segmentation data & 
customer insights. Based on 
your newly found research, 
how do your problems & 
personas stack up? 

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

Intermediate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ethnographic research – social listening, forums, keyword research, etc.Step 1: Look at all pages on your website, your blog, your social media, press, blogs, interviews, reviews & forums, pull out key words, phrases & hashtags. Google your company, read any press and write down key words and phrases on the first 3-5 pages in results. Look at email campaigns, customer service emails, phone logs for key words & phrases.  Also, write down your most popular web pages & sale items. Step 2 & 3: Do research on market size (https://www.owler.com), key players, top competitors (http://www.spyfu.com/), display ads (https://moat.com), search ads (https://www.ispionage.com). Find out key associations, LinkedIn & Meetup groups, top referral site (https://www.similarweb.com). Facebook/Twitter Audience Insights & Google Display Planner. (All links are free or freemium) Other sites to consider (including paid): https://blog.kissmetrics.com/25-sneaky-online-tools/ & https://blog.kissmetrics.com/james-bond-of-the-web/Step 4: Look at Reddit, forums, Quora, comments & reviews to identify problems people are having in conversation about the industry and your product. Remember: People want to make their lives better, so what they do and care about is important! Create a Twitter list of your best (or all) customers and see what they say when they’re not talking about your product. Join industry related LinkedIn Groups to see what is being posted.Look at forums to identify what problems people are having (and check the off-topic sections for what else they care about)Look at conference schedules to see what people are looking to learn in your industry. Step 5: Start to get a better picture of who the customers of the industry are (and who your customers are).If you have a large email base, upload that list into Facebook & Twitter insights to see a breakdown, also look at page insights. (Walk through how this is done)Can also look at LinkedIn page insights and dive deep into your customers depending on the industry you’re pursuing. Look at your Google Analytics demographics. Look at demographic insights: Acxiom, Neilsen’s Prizm, Experian’s Mosaic. See if you can group your personas into their segment. Consistency amongst them is good. (See resources section for links)Step 6: Look at your own data again, do these new findings stack up? If all your sales are by men but all the reviews are from women, you need to go back and see who’s making the decisions and purchases, for instance. Is your persona a night-owl but all your sales take place at 7AM?
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Advanced
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Conduct focus groups or user 
experience research. 

• What people say isn’t necessarily 
what they do.

• Be careful of your facilitator leading 
the question.

• Watch out for one opinion 
dominating the group.

• Think about incentives and how that 
can skew attendees.

Advanced


Conduct one-on-one interviews over the 

phone, in-person or online.

• Use incentives for those you don’t 

already have a relationship with.

• Be clear, up front that it isn’t a sales 

call.

• Make it easy to say yes with flexible 

times, calendar invites, etc.

 
Have current, past & potential customers 

fill out an online survey.

• Involve people in different stages of the 
funnel, good & “bad” customers, and 
different persona groups.

• If you use a CRM system, have 
progressive questioning that builds on 
previous data.

• Gather insight from those that aren’t 
familiar with your product.

• If it make sense consider using quizzes 
as surveys & lead generation.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sony story—focus group said they’d prefer the yellow boombox but when given the choice of one to take they all took the black.
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Advanced



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember, personas are never final, always a work in progress.https://xtensio.com/user-persona/Make My Persona - http://www.makemypersona.com/





After  you've looked at all this info, think about 
where your company falls within the industry, 
before you start to build your personas. This is 
important to know who are you actual personas 
rather than aspirational (or even negative). 

Assess Your Brand Perception

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We're a mortgage lender. We found 4 prominent biogs that have our company in the "excellent credit score" section of lender reviews because we have such low interest rates, and we are fairly selective. Though looking at our actual customer data, all of our customer credit scores are not excellent, we do have people perceive us as a lender for only people with very good credit scores. Though we'd like to expand our market, at this time, It'd be unlikely that someone with a 650 credit would be a viable persona, but could potentially be an aspirational one. 
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This information includes age, 
location, job, education, etc. 
Things you'd likely find on 

someone's resume.

Build It


Depending on your product, this 
could be a very important area. 
This could be anything from just 
marital status to a short family 
tree (kids, their ages, parents, 

their ages, etc.). 

 
This area helps shape what your 
personas goals & pain points are 
because how people choose to 
spend their money & time (or 
not to) helps paint a picture of 

what they value. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Find this information: In your notes for "Write Down Attributes" (Beginner), "Identifying Customers" (Intermediate), and in information collected in interviewing & surveys (Advanced). 
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This is where you start thinking 
about what makes someone get 
out of bed in the morning, what 
makes them feel loved, wanted, 
validated, successful, excited, 

etc. 

Build It


Usually pain points are what is 

impeding someone from 

accomplishing their goals. Think 

about what keeps them up at 

night, what makes them scared, 

nervous or anxious.

 
This part is highly customizable 

based on what you feel is 
relevant. Use your gut to make 

assumptions and look at 
personality systems for 

additional guidance.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identify problems sections & surveys
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A bio should make a cohesive 
story based on everything else 

within the persona. Once this bio 
is done, have 3-6 stand out 

adjectives that quickly sum up 
the persona like "humble", 

"dramatic", "lazy".

Build It


The quote is a way to put the bio 

into a small sound bite. While 

it's ideal to have it center 

around their pain points, it can 

be about their goals, or just 

general personality.

 
Adding the name last humanizes 

them. You may also want to 
consider a quick tag line such as 
"The Overachiever" or "The Nerd" 

to add another layer.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Find quotes from interviews, reviews, famous quotes
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Build It

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source: http://www.makemypersona.com/Source: http://coryjlawrence.com/works/bangr (Xtensio)



After You’re Done… 

• Try to Group Existing Customers into the newly made personas to 

make sure the accurately cover up to 75% of your customer base.

• Integrate your personas into your web analytics & CRM

• Create content & marketing around your personas

• Make them visible!

• Take the Betamore “Using Personas to Develop Positioning” class 

with Kara Redman

Keep Track of Your Personas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source: https://blog.mailchimp.com/new-mailchimp-user-persona-research/ 
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THANK You!
Christine Osazuwa

CONTACT

Download the slides & template: christineosazuwa.com/personas
Get in touch: christine@christineosazuwa.com

mailto:christine@christineosazuwa.com
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